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Hon Mr Colin Holt MLC 
Minister for Housing; 
8th Floor, Dumas House 
2 Havelock Street 
WEST PERTH WA 6005 
Via; Colin.Holt@dpc.wa.gov.au 

17 Februa ry 2016 

Dear Minister, 

Housing Authority Rent Calculation Changes 

The Western Australian Council of Social Service wishes to express concern 
regarding the Housing Authority's recent announcement of changes to the way in 
which public housing rents are calculated, and urge you to delay the 
implementation of such changes until they have been more fully considered . 

The Council supports in principle a 25% income policy to enable the Housing Authority 
to maintain the sustainability of public housing. We are aware ofthe growing public 
subsidy being paid to support public housing, and believe tenants should make a 
reasonable contribution to covering the costs of maintenance and administration. 
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However, the Council is concerned by the proposed broadening of 'assessable income' to 
include a number of special purpose payments for particular areas of disadvantage - such as 
Carer Allowance, Mobility Allowance, Large Family Supplement and Pharmaceutical 
Allowance, as well as raising the rate at which payments such as Family Tax Benefit and 
Child Maintenance are to be assessed. 

The Council is conce rned that the announced changes will disproportionately affect households 
with chi ldren, disabilities or illness - rather than making the rental calculations fairer. 

Many of the specific purpose payments to be included were introduced to address specific 
disadvantages faced by particular groups (such as preventing child poverty or the additional 
costs of illness or caring) where these groups face additional living costs, and including these 
runs counter to this purpose. 

We have had the opportunity to be briefed by Departmental staff and note that the Department 
of Housing is currently reviewing all payments and subsid ies to determine which are included as 
assessable income. We understand that they intend to include all those payments considered to 
be regular and cont inuous income designed to meet general living expenses and to exclude 
those where there are specific qualifications based on demonstrable need or reimbursement of 
specific expenses. While we welcome this review, we are not sat isfied that the policy is fair and 
equitable in the manner it will impact on affected households. We have requested that the 
Department share its modelled analysis when it is available, including the full list of payments 
which will be included as assessable income. 

We remain concerned about those circumstances where support has been provided for a 
specific purpose and might cause hardship were it not available for that purpose. There are 
numerous instances where the policy mechanism to deliver support to tackle a specific type of 



disadvantage is not targeted or qualified in this way for pragmatic and historic reasons (for 
instance, to reduce the complexity and cost of its administration or lack of capacity). 

Nevertheless if that special purpose payment is not available to meet that need, then those with 
additional costs will face additional hardship (for example, that subset of aged pensioners who 
receive the Pharmaceutical Allowance and face additional healthcare costs). 

We appreciate that there are two different and competing issues of fairness at stake. The first is 
that there should be some vertical equity between the amount of rent paid by different groups 
or cohorts of tenants within public housing. This should inc/ude a clear rationale about why 
some types of assistance are included (such as the carers or pharmaceutical allowances) while 
other types of government assistance that also impact of living costs are not (for instance 
increased access to state concessions for seniors), 

The second is that there consideration of the horizontal equity between those who gain access 
to public housing and those in similar circumstances who, due to limited availability, do not. The 
challenge here however Is that we must be conscious of not compounding existing systemic 
failures that put some within our community at higher risk of disadvantage (such as the 
inadequacy of income support payments or commonwealth rent aSSistance, or the failure of the 
rental market to provide affordable options for largerfamilies). In this context it is important 
that those who require extra support due to issues such as disability or initiatives to end child 
poverty, should not be made to pay a higher rent as a result. 

A key point of concerns is this: the Department of Housing is arguing that in principle all public 
housing tenants should pay comparable amounts of their income as rent to the State 
irrespective olthe adequacy olthe income support that is provided to them by the 
Commonwealth to meet their real living expenses. While we may agree in principle that the 
State should not be cross-subsidising some groups of tenants to a greater extent due to the 
inadequacy of Commonwealth income support, our primary concern will always be the practical 
prevention of poverty and hardship for vulnerable Western Australians. We cannot in all good 
conscience support a change where we know it will impact disproportionately on specific 
vulnerable groups. ACOSS and the network of State and Territory Councils of Social Service have 
been and will continue to be strong advocates to the Commonwealth concerning the inadequacy 
of income support payments for vulnerable groups. 

We look forward to receiving further information from the Department when it completes its 
analysis and urge you to delay implementation of any change to the current policy until the full 
implications for vulnerable and disadvantaged tenants have been properly considered and 
ameliorated, 

Yours sincerely, 

Steve Joske CSC 
President 
Western Australian Council of Social Service 


